Dream from the morning of March 11, 2021
Greg Hood
Destroying Religious Gates In America - 601 Drill Bit
The dream started with Dutch and I were on I40 East coming out of Little Rock,
Arkansas. I had a knowing that this journey we were on started in the DFW area. We
were in a very large truck with 24 wheels on it headed to Washington D.C. This truck
was like a huge drilling rig that you would see in the oil elds of Texas. Dutch was
driving and we were moving fast. I was sitting in the co-pilots seat. There were lots of
equipment in front of me- monitor screens, buttons, cameras and so forth. I was
working the equipment intensely. These equipments were allowing me to view a huge
X-ray mechanism that was attached to the undercarriage of the truck. This X-ray was
making visible a very ancient root system that had grown underneath the surface of
America. We were following this root system to nd what was told to us were gates in
the root system. We were to stop over each of these gates and drill down into the gate.
As we drilled, the master key would no longer work that was used to open and close
these gates. The drilling out of these locks actually gave us the control of these gates.
As we made our way towards Washington DC, we were shown by this x-ray several
gates to stop and drill into. Some of the cities were: Little Rock, AR, Memphis, TN,
Nashville, TN, Appomattox, VA, down to Atlanta, GA and then on to D.C. As we
stopped, we drilled quickly, destroying the gates in this root system. I can remember in
the dream that the igniter to start the engine on the drill rig was a code we had to enter
on a keypad attached to the exterior of the engine. The code was Revelation 12:10-11.
We had to enter it each time we would start to drill. This all happened quickly. Dutch
was driving fast.
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Once we arrived in Washington D.C. we stopped in front of the Trump Hotel. (In the
dream we knew it was the Trump Hotel but it was operating as the main US Post O ce
which it was originally built as.) Pulling in front of the building, Dutch began to blow the
horn on the truck. The horn shocked me when I heard it sound o . The sound was like
many shofars blowing all at one time. As this super loud shofar horn blew, George
Washington, Benjamin Franklin and John Adams along with two angels appeared and
opened a hidden door that was in the side of the building. Dutch drove the truck inside
and stopped it in the middle of the large open lobby. Now we could see that there were
angels everywhere. The Post O ce was a functioning Post O ce and those who were
working the Post O ce were angels. There were many from the cloud of witnesses
inside the lobby. I could see Billy Sunday, Billy Graham, Adrian Rogers, J.W. Oliver (my
grandfather who was a Baptist minister for over 7 decades), a man named B.H. and a
lady named Lottie and others. We parked and stepped outside the truck. We were met
by Ron Phillips, Kenneth Copeland and Gabriel the Archangel. Gabriel was in charge of
the Post O ce. He was dispatching angels to many places. He said to Dutch, “A scroll
has arrived for you. We held it here until you arrived. It’s a mission within “Operation
Redeem All” It’s time now for Yahweh’s sons and daughters to be released from the
religious slavery that has held them in this nation. You are here to destroy the gates and
this roots of religion in America.” When Dutch unrolled the scroll he began to read from
it. It had to do with the Drill rig that he had been driving across the nation. It read, “You

After Dutch read aloud this decree, Kenneth Copeland said to him, “We have located
the main gate of this root system. It is just here under the Post O ce.” Ron Phillips
then spoke up and said, “There are a lot of people where I come from who are attached
to the root system. I mean to see them free. They are being held there by the hundreds
of thousands.” I noticed at this time that Ron was dressed like an engineer would be
dressed on old steam engine. He said, “I have laid the track for your rig to get in place
to drill this gate attached to the root and see them freed.” Gabriel then led us to a room
that had two large wooden doors on it. Written on the doors were the words, “Ekklesia
Suite Room 2021.” Gabriel spoke to the door and it swung open. We could feel the
weight of the presence of Yahweh very strong with us when we entered the large room,
Ekklesia Suite 2021. Upon entering we saw a set of tracks laid in the room that ran to
the far wall of the room and somehow from there ran underneath the Post O ce. We
look behind us and the truck had somehow made its way to the room. Ron began to
run down the tracks shouting with excitement saying to us, “We must hurry. The timing
of this is so important.Their axes are dull and I don’t know how much longer they can
ght with the root.” This root was alive. We knew it was a stronghold in the nation. Ron
then jumped in a small track car like you would see in a mine shaft and shot down the
tracks. We knew he went to prepare what was about to be broken free.
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Kenneth Copeland said to Dutch as he swiftly turned to make his way to the truck,
“Start the engine Dutch! This is it! This is it! Kenneth reached for the controls of the
large drill and in doing so he released the bit that was in it and changed the bit to what
in the dream was known as a 601 bit. As the 601 bit was put in place Dutch then began
to preach from Hebrews 12:25-28. Some of the Election team was now visible in the
Ekklesia Suite 2021. They were walking around the room praying in the Spirit. Their
tongues literally were releasing re into the room. I can remember in the dream that the
anointing was so strong on Dutch and he was preaching with such power, Gabriel said
to us with a forceful laugh, “We have never seen Dutch preach like this!” As Dutch
preached and declared this passage, the engine on the truck started and the PTO
started to turn the 601 bit that Kenneth was operating. This bit was exible and begin
to make its way down the shaft where the tracks were laid. It reached the depth of 18
miles below the post o ce. Ron was there and he was swinging an axe trying to set
people free that were caught in the tentacles of this root. As the 601 drill bit
approached, we could hear echoing up the shaft Ron say, “Brace yourself, impact is
coming.” The 601 drill bit hit the gate located on the top of this massive root and
shattered it into dust. Three men who were there died when this happened. Those that
were bound in the tentacles of the root were immediately freed. The root seemed to let
out a long breath as it was alive and releasing it’s last breath.
Those that were freed quickly followed Ron back to the Ekklesia Suite 2021 in track
cars. There were so many of them that we could not even count them. I said to Dutch,
“These are ve fold gifts.” When they arrived in in the Ekklesia Suite 2021 they were
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will need a new method of igniting the engine on the rig for this mission. You will no
longer enter a code you will begin to speak the code. You will declare the code from
your mouth.” Under the message was written the verse: Hebrews 12:25-29. This is
what was to be declared. It was the code.

instantly washed clean like they had never been underground tied to a massive root.
The angels that were working the post o ce begin to put scrolls in their hands and
mantles upon the shoulders as they made their way into the lobby of the post o ce.
Dutch stopped preaching and Kenneth left the controls of the 601 drill and they sat
together on the front bumper of the truck. Gabriel and Ron approached us and Gabriel
said, “You have destroyed the largest root of religion that has ever operated in America.
It will never have power again.” Ron then said to us, “Kenneth, Dutch, I never thought
this would have been the escape plan but I am excited it was. They are now able to
move into their callings and minister in the power of Holy Spirit as Jesus did.”
Gabriel and Ron begin walking toward those that has come up from the underground
shaft to speak with them.
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End of Dream

